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Presentation
Background and needs:
The aging of the European working population is evident. This new situation should lead to
strategies for adapting work organization, tasks and working conditions to the special
characteristics of this group of adult workers. These strategies include training programs for
workers with appropriate guidelines for the development of their job effectively, improving
working conditions and professionalism for older workers.
In firefighting, scientific and statistical data has confirmed that there are high rates of
mortality and morbidity in the development of the activity, specifically regarding diseases
overexertion and risks of derivatives safety prevention and fire extinguishing.
Fire extinguishing takes place in difficult conditions as the nature of the emergency requires
urgent action. Jobs are painful and exhausting, and usually take place in an atmosphere of
haste and nervousness. Prevention and firefighting tasks require high physical and mental
demands, which sometimes can generate an imbalance with the capabilities of workers. Is
therefore necessary to qualify each of the competencies of his job in order to obtain a quick
response, as required by workers.
Objectives:
FORESTGAME project seeks to develop a specific Europe-wide training program based in a
Serious Game for prevention and firefighting operator, taking into account the activities
carried out and including the necessary physical and mental requirements, as well as the key
skills and capabilities. All of this in a context of aging population.
First of all, the consortium will develop a report that brings to notice the impact of aging on
physical, sensory and motor capacities of prevention and firefighting operator, and its
incidence to perform safely these tasks.
Then, partners will identify the skills that at present are needed in these job and will develop
a standardized training program, taking into account the particularities of his job in all
European countries, especially the ones present in the consortium with high rates of
wildfires, such Portugal, Spain and Malta; and transferable to other countries. The training
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modules will integrate medical, physical, technical and mental aspects to qualify the workers
in their skills.
Finally, the consortium will develop an interactive training tool for this training program.
More specifically, it will be a Serious Game or a Trivial that will be available to be used in
smartphones, tablets (App) and PCs. The nature of this job demands a tool that can be used
anywhere. The project starts in January 2018 and will last 24 months.
Consortium:
The partnership is composed of five institutions who know perfectly the sector in their
countries, and represent the interests of workers, firefighters, trainers and forest owners.
•
•
•
•
•

SGS. Multinational company specialized in vocational training and work safety. Spain
GWU. General Workers Union. Malta
BETI. Baltic Education Technology Institute. Lithuania.
FNAPF. Forest Owners Association. Portugal
ENB. National firefighter academy. Portugal.

Impact:
The project will create a harmonized training program across Europe, allowing firefighting
professionals to perform with full guarantees of safety and health the activities of
extinguishing and wildfire prevention. It will be a multidisciplinary training integrating
medical aspects of physical, technical and mental conditions, due to the high psychophysical
demands of the job. It will improve the safety and effectiveness in this sector across Europe
through a training tool available to anyone embedded in an App.

Work plan IO1 report
JOB PROFILE DIAGRAM AND TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR WORKERS OPERATORS OF
PREVENTION AND EXTINGUISHING FOREST FIRES.
The final aim of this project is to develop a European training program and serious game for
the acquisition of the necessary skills, which will lead to adequate professionalization of
operator the prevention and extinction of fire, with regards to the guidelines, rules and
characteristics of each specific participating countries. Spain, Portugal and Malta are
countries with a large number of forest fires every year.
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To do so, we will take as a reference the guidelines and recommendations for professional
qualification and specific collective labor agreements of each participating country, and any
other sources of reference of this collective.
The forestry workers must be physically prepared for working in risk situations where
physical ability, skills and abilities are important. Several studies have shown that mental
demands are high in these jobs, so a decline in the cognitive area may have consequences
for the safety and health of these workers. In addition, these requirements may be altered
by a neurological level affectation, for shift work, as well as the consequent deterioration at
the age itself. It must be taken into account that the most experienced workers have been
serving for years, and their physical and mental abilities have been decreasing in relation to
age. It makes necessary to reinforce the training at this point so that there is no imbalance
between the demands of the tasks and the capabilities of the workers
To meet the objectives proposed by the models, it is essential to meet the necessary
requirements for the physical and mental performance of these jobs. This project will
provide all the institutions of this sector at European level, a greater and better knowledge
about the work in the forest sector in relation to the mental and physical requirements
necessary to carry out the work.
This project aims to develop a training program that improves the physical and mental
abilities of workers the face their work demands. This will provide all the institutions of this
sector at European level, a greater and better knowledge about the work in the forestry
sector in relation to the mental and physical requirements necessary to carry out the work.
To fulfill the requirements of the tasks they must perform, it is essential to have optimal
physical and mental abilities for the performance of these jobs.

The goal of this first intellectual output (IO1) is to develop the training program. To do so,
the consortium will have to gather the necessary information of the work positions and work
conditions in each one of the concerned countries: Spain, Portugal and Malta. Once we have
all the necessary information, we will develop the training program.
This document describes the workflow that we need to follow to develop it:
1) Job position sheet
SGS will prepare a SHEET to collect, specific information about the workplace that integrates
all the features, characteristics and different modalities of the work places in every country
(Spain, Malta, Portugal). SGS, ENB and GWU will fill these sheets including the following
information (non-exhaustive list):
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-

Categories of workers involved in fire prevention and extinction
Types of job positions according to the needed training
Organization of work: involved administrations
Modalities to accede to this work positions
Organization chart of the firefighting brigades in the country
Public administrations and private entities involved

2) Job profile diagram
Once compiled all the job positions sheets, SGS will distribute a job profile diagram that will
be distributed to the partners, to be completed for each one of the work positions in each
country (Spain, Portugal and Malta). This tool is used to define the level of mental and
physical skills required in the performance of each job position in prevention and extinction
in firefighting. For each work position, we will compile the following information (nonexhaustive list):
-

Type of and length of shift (day, night, 8 hours, 12 hours, etc.)
Experience and training required
Physical demands: movements, postures, use of heavy tools, lifting heavy objects
Visual and hearing acuity requirements
Physical skills: Time pressure, quantity of information needed, alert state,
communication
Major incompatibilities related to health and age of worker

3) Report results: Job positions and profiles in firefighting.
This document will compile and organize all the information of the job position sheets and
job profiles. It will make a matching of the skills and abilities needed for the jobs in
firefighting in each one of the positions and the training needed to fulfill their tasks.
This tool is used to assess the level of adequacy of a worker to a job and will help us to
detect possible disorders or occupational malfunctions, making possible to apply corrective
measures in their activities in the workplace. This information will be essential for perform
an effective Training Program
4) Development of training program for workers, operators of prevention and
extinction of forest fires
The consortium will identify and select the training contents which will form the Training
Program according to the conclusions obtained in the Report results: Job positions and
profiles in firefighting, and taking into consideration the particularities and difference
between the countries.
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The objective of this task is to develop a complementary training program for these groups
of workers so they can meet the physical and mental demands of their jobs, providing
contents that are not included in the current trainings of the participating countries. This
document will be developed in English and all partners languages.
This is an example of what could be the modules and contents of the training program:
1. Physical Requirements:
• Definition of basic medical tests to be considered to assess the worker's fitness
for work performance
• Training plan: specific physical preparation tasks to perform.
• Basic training daily. Stretches.
• Training to improve aerobic capacity
• Adequate food program
• Hydrate Program
• Program physical rest according to shifts in extinction, providing relay programs.
• Muscle strengthening program
2. Mental Requirements
• Structuring units (knowing what position he engages in the computer, what it is
their role and what is expected of him)
• Adaptation of missions to perform and the type of work to be done to personal
capacity.
• Integration team.
• Strengthening of values such as: courage, self-esteem, friendship, generosity,
teamwork, etc.
• Teamwork and cooperation
• Planning and organization
• Analytical thinking
• Decision-making capacity
• Information search
3. Environmental requirements of the position
• Exposure to extreme temperatures (heat)
• Exposure to extreme temperatures (cold)
• Sudden temperature changes
• High levels of noise
• Presence levels of dust, fumes, gases or vapors in the atmosphere
4. Issues related to the age of workers
• Incompatibilities for job performance
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The training program will be presented and evaluated in the SECOND Transnational meeting.
This event will serve the consortium to evaluate the Intellectual output 1 and to plan the
creation of the serious game. This is the milestone to shift from IO1 to IO2. The meeting will
take place the 4th and 5th December 2018 in Vilnius (Lithuania)
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Job position sheet
Spain :
COMPETENCES IN FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

The competences in the management of forest fires have been transferred to the 17 regions
(Autonomous Communities-CCAA) and they must develop the Forest Resources
Management Plans and the Civil Protection Plans for emergencies caused by forest fires,
defining the preventive and operative measures in the extinction of the fire.
The State and the CCAA fight towards a common objective: the extinction of fires with the
greatest possible effectiveness, whose management will depend on the decisions adopted
by each of the CCAA. The regions develop two main instruments for fire risk management:
Forest Plans and Emergency Plans.
The State acts as logistical support to the CCAA, taking charge of the overall coordination of
the actions and the maintenance of statistical databases of fires at the national level through
the CLIF: Comité de Lucha contra Incendios Forestales (Fight Committee against forest fires)

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES AND STRUCTURE

•

Brigades of First Fire Fighting (5-8 people)
o Manager
o Technical Director
o Supervisor: Forestry Engineer
▪ Forestry Foreman
•

Official: Machinists, Skilled workers

• Forestry peon
o Autobombas: Driver and Assistant
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•

BRIF, Helitransported Brigades for the Reinforcement of Forest Fires, which depend
on the Ministry of the Environment, Rural and Marine Affairs (MARM).
o 2 helicopters
o 3 teams formed by:
1 Technical Brigade Chief
Team A :
- 1 Foreman , crew boss
- 1 Specialist BRIF chain saw
- 6 Specialist BRIF
o
o
o
o

Team B:
- 1 Foreman crew boss
-1 Specialist BRIF chain saw
-6 Specialist BRIF

1 physical trainer
Core Staff
2 technical base
2 radio station staff .

FUNCTIONS OF THE WORKPLACE

Brigades of First Fire Fighting:

•

Supervisor. Their functions consist of directing and supervising the personnel
assigned to them, exercising control over the results of the work, having a perfect
knowledge of all the tasks they perform and being responsible for the discipline and
safety of the same. Make reports and figures, interpret all kinds of plans and
sketches.

•

Foreman. It is that worker who interpreting the orders received from his superiors, in
addition to carrying out his work, personally directs the work of the lower rank
workers, with perfect knowledge of the tasks performed by them, being responsible
for their discipline, performance, safety and transportation in authorized vehicles, as
well as the perfect execution of the work. Likewise, he will be responsible of the
reports and figures, interpret simple plans and sketches, ensuring the efficiency of his
work and taking care of the material and protective equipment, he oversees. He will
be responsible for communications with radio transmitting equipment.
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•

Officer. Is the worker with the necessary skills and, where appropriate, in possession
of the appropriate driver license. Provides services with heavy machinery, backhoes,
motor graders, pumper trucks, tracked tractors, chain or similar agricultural
machines, being in charge of their care and conservation, as well as the repair, both
when using them, in the workshop or on site, of the most elementary faults.

•

Specialist It is responsible for work for which physical effort and attention are
required, which are executed under specific instructions, endowed with special skills,
experience in the development of works over three meters high Responsible of
treating plagues using phytosanitary products, performs special prunes, with the
corresponding physical and formative preparation. Performs his tasks by the usual
use of machinery such as chainsaw, brush cutter, chipper, etc.

•

Pawn. Is the worker who performs work that is executed according to specific
instructions, clearly established, with a degree of dependence, which preferably
requires physical effort, attention and basic training or instruction. Fundamentally,
he performs his tasks manually or by using simple machinery, chainsaw, brush cutter,
etc.

•

BRIF, There are 500 professionals distributed throughout the territory, traveling by
helicopter, led by a senior technician from the base. These are personnel trained and
experienced in undertaking the fire in its initial state and subsequent propagation,
opening the line of defense. They receive the ground teams and fire teams.

•

CLIF, This committee is made up of representatives of the Autonomous Communities,
the Ministry of Environment and the General Directorate for Biodiversity, which
meets twice a year, for matters of various kinds, evaluation of the extinction
campaign, study of technical protocols, standardization of equipment, etc. As an
organ that must coordinate the means of assistance in the fight against fires, it
promotes improvement actions such as the study of technical recommendations for
the normalization of different subjects such as, the Individual Protection Equipment,
training of the fire brigades, protocols of security.
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TECHNICAL LEVEL
University graduates

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Director of the Emergencies: Director of the Emergencies in major fires
and population risks.
Director of Extinction: Director of the fire, which includes all areas of combat,
Operations, security, Sanitary and logistics.
Chief of Operations: Director of firefighting operations
Technician of support, logistics, means and prevention: Responsible for relay teams,
victualling, supplies, among others.
Support technician in the mobilization center: Responsible for sending ressources to
the different fire alerts.
Technical Fire Analyst: Analysis of the behavior of fire and forecasts of evolution with
threatened places.
Technician of coordination of aerial means: Aerial coordination under the
supervision of Chief of Operations
Training technician: Detection of training needs, preparation of training plans.
Theoretical and practical training of all levels of the organization, relying on specialist
teachers in each area.
Helicopter technician: Responsible for the operations with his helicopter and his
associated brigade
Physical trainer: Physical condition check, development and monitoring of the
physical state of the entire team. Physical training and nutrition.
Technician of heavy machinery: Responsible for the mobile fleet of machinery,
mobilization and planning of operations with machinery.

COMMAND LEVEL
Senior technicians

•
•
•

Director of firefighting of small and incipient fires: Direction of all involved resources
in incipient fires. Monitoring and supervision of the state of the unit on a daily basis.
Head of Sector: Coordination of extinction operations in a fire sector under the
command of the extinction director.
Head of Land Unit / Head of helicopter Unit / Head of unit of pumpers: Functional
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•

•

•

•

and operational daily supervision of material and human resources under his
command (personnel of the unit, vehicles and tools). Responsible for compliance
with the programs of physical and training activities, and management of his unit
during the extinction of forest fires. 1st security and health surveillance ranking.
Logistics and personnel coordinator: Responsible for preparing working shifts,
notifications to staff, replacements and substitutions for leaves, coordinates the
notifications of the heads of the unit on personnel, materials and equipment. It
supplies the materials and equipment for the units. Watch over the fulfillment of
work shifts and organizes relays of units in emergencies. Provides supplies, fuel,
materials, etc. Check that the unit heads do their job.
Warehouse and communications coordinator: Responsible for the operation of
warehouses, supply of needed items, coordinates the acquisition needs of materials
and equipment.
Pumper trucks and vehicles coordinator: Responsible for the mechanical state and
equipment of the pumper trucks and vehicles. Coordinates repairs and equipment
supply.
Pilot (aircraft and helicopters): Firefighting with aircraft and coordination of aircraft
in forest firefighting. Also provides support to land units.

BASIC LEVEL
Mid-level technician

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Helicopter transported forest firefighter: Specialist in the extinction of forest fires,
using any tactics and specially supported by aerial means. Integrated in helicopter
transported units.
Forest firefighter: Specialist in the extinction of forest fires, using any tactics. High
physical performance during extinguishing operations. Integrated into ground units
with or without a pumper.
Pumper truck driver (forest firefighter): Specialist in forest fire extinguishing and
driving fire trucks in forestry and handling pumps and hose lines. Notions of
mechanics. Long trips with vehicles.
Assistant pumper (forestry firefighter): Specialist in extinguishing forest fires with
hose lines and support with fire engines to other extinction tactics.
Mobile forest guard (forest firefighter): Patrols and extinction of incipient fires. Skills
in communication with people in rural environments to avoid possible behaviors that
generate fires.
Operator of heavy machinery (forest firefighter): Specialist in extinguishing forest
fires and driving heavy machinery. Notions of mechanics
ATV driver: Driving all-terrain vehicles (ATV) through forest environments. Long trips
transporting people and equipment.
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AUXILIARY LEVEL:

•
•
•

Forest guard in fixed point: Watchman located in watchtower linked to the Center of
operations
Aerodrome maintenance specialist: Maintenance and loading of aircrafts
Radio station and aerodrome / Console operator: In charge of radio,
communication skills, management of computer systems, digital media.

To accede to the first 3 levels, it’s necessary to have the qualification that may be
required in the access exams, the specific skills and required experience that is
considered appropriate for each position. In addition, for the first 3 levels everyone must
pass through a basic course of forest firefighter, which should have a minimum of 40
hours. This training should be completed with the specific courses for each position.

The most common basic and advanced courses for firefighters are the following:

Basic courses
Level Course

Lenght (h)

Positions

Subjects

Basic of forest fires

The 3 first
levels

- Handling emergencies in forest
fires
- Forest fires, fire behavior, initial
assessment, attack, analysis of fire
behavior, interface, etc.
- Pump trucks, aerial means and
machinery, fire retardants.
- Communications, cartography
- First aid
- Business organization

40

Basics of safety

The 3 first
levels

- Safety and risk prevention

20

I
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II

Technical fire I

All levels

- Basic principles of technical fire

30

Safety and risk
prevention in other
emergencies

All levels

- Safety and risk prevention

20

Support for other
emergencies I

All levels

- Other emergencies included in the
professional qualification

50

Advanced fire behavior

Command
and technical
levels

- Fire behavior

30

Phisical training

All levels

20

Leadership and team
management

All levels

30

Trainer of trainers

Command
and technical
level
Command
and technical
level

Technical fire II

- Regulated subjects

Regulated
subjects

- - Burning plans, objectives, pyro
ecology and operations with
technical fire.

20–30

Advanced in safety

Command and
technical level

- Emotional Intelligence
- Human Resources Organization
- Analysis of accidents or incidents

20

Meteorology and fuels

Command and
technical level

- Meteorology and fuels

20

Coordination of
extinction operations I

Command and
technical level

- Operations in forest fires,
automatic and expanded
dispatching, Sectorization.

30

- Analysis of fire behavior

30

- Extended attack, large forest fires,
sectorizations, PMA.

30

III
Forest fires analysis
Coordination of
extinction operations II
Support for other
emergencies II

Technical
level
Technical
level
Command
and
technical
scale
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SPECIFIC COURSES
Subjects

Course

Positions

Helicopter transported
forest firefighters
Handling of
mechanical tools

Helicopter transported
forest firefighters
Forest firefighters and
helicopter transported,
command level
Pumper driver
Mobile forest watchmen

Handling of pumpers

Driving and
communications
Air support for
firefighting operations

Pump trucks driver Mobile
forestry watchmen, ATV
drivers and Patrols
Pilots of airplanes and
helicopters

Support for
extinguishing
operations with heavy
machinery

Heavy machinery operators

Air coordination

Technician of
coordination of aerial
means
Fire behavior

Analyst Technician

Meteorology
Large forest fires
Remote sensing
Basic investigation of
Command and technical
accidents and incidents level
Practical course for
Command and technical level
Command Staff (DTE,
JSO, JSP, JSL).
Course of Sector Chief / Command and technical level

Lenght (h)

- Job specifications

20

- Chain saw
- String timmer

20

- Vehicles, pumps, driving,
forest attack and safety,
procedures
- Driving and communications

- Management system of
forest fires
- Analysis of fire behavior
- Organization and operations
with helicopter transported
land units and machinery
- Coordination of extinction
operations
- Fire behavior
- Communications
- Management system of
forest fires
- Security
- Joint work with aircrafts
- Air coordination technicians,
technicians of analysis and
plan unit (UNAP)
- Technical scale to access
Analyst.
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Team Leader

AUXILIARY LEVEL COURSES

Course

Subjects

Permanent forest watchman

Meteorology, lightning rods, cartography, initial
assessment, procedures

Aerodrome maintenance specialist

To be defined

Auxiliary of aerial means

To be defined

Central radio operator and aerodrome

Forest fires management, communications,
action protocols, administrative management
and management of computer systems.
Communications, handling of retardants, aerial
means, aeronautical regulations

Console operator

Portugal
COMPETENCES IN FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

In Portugal the competences in the prevention and suppression/extinction of fires, are by
definition attributed to Institutions dependents of the State.
In terms of structural prevention, one of the serious problems of forest fires in Portugal is
attributed, essentially and traditionally, to the Municipal Councils and the Institute of Nature
Conservation, also responsible for Forest Protection against Forest Fires at National,
Regional, District and Municipal level respectively, and its coercive nature for those who do
not comply with prevention measures, only in recent years has taken shape through the
involvement of GNR / SEPNA (National Guard Republican - Service of Protection of the
Nature and the Environment).
Portugal has the worst performance and ratios at the level of burned area.
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Unfortunately the average burned area in the last 15 years is more than 30% of the total
area burned in Europe, and in 2013 and 2017 this figure was over 50% of the total burned in
Europe.

Total area burnt in 1980-2017

TOTAL

Forest Fires

Forest Settlements

Bushes

TOTAL

1.020.406

2.314.356

2.070.182

4.384.555

In addition, Portugal also has a wrong reforestation policy and a quantitative reforestation
index -6% per year.
MANAGEMENT ROLES:
Prevention:
The entities that are responsible for the Prevention of Forest Fires are regulated by the
National Forest Defense Plan, hierarchically organized in Regional and Municipal Plans and
are as follows:

•

Institute for Nature and Conservation - Central State.
The National Forestry Authority (NFA) is responsible for coordinating Structural
Prevention in the areas of planning, organization of the forest territory, forestry and
infrastructure and awareness.

•
•
•
•
•

GNR/SEPNA – National Guard Republican / Service of Protection of the Nature and
the Environment. - Central State – Police authority.
Municipal Councils/ Municipal Forest Defense Commission - Local State
Forest Associations - Private Entities
Forest Owners - Private Entities.
Road Network Concessionaires - Public and Private Entities

Extinção/Supressão de Incêndios Florestais:
•

ANPC (National Civil Protection Authority) – Commanding the Combat Operations, in
the Theater Operations at National, Regional and District Subsidiary Level.
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•

CNOS/CDOS E SMPC (National Command of Relief Operations / District Command of
Relief Operations / Municipal Civil Protection Services

The Forest Fire Fighting Device (DECIF) of 2017 counted on with the following means and
Entities:
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Brigade (CB);
GNR Protection and Relief Intervention Group (GIPS);
Special Fire Brigade (FEB);
Permanent Intervention Teams (EIP);
Permanent Intervention Groups (GIPE).

DECIF comprises the following permanent or contingent air assets:
•
•
•

Initial Attack Helicopters (HEATI);
Expanded Attack Helicopters (HEATA);
Expanded Attack Aircraft (AVATA);

DECIF also includes the following forces and means: Technicians of the ICNF, ANPC and the
Forest Technical Offices (GTF) of the Municipalities (CM).

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES AND STRUCTURE
Device for prevention, surveillance and combat varies throughout the months of the year:
Prevention Device:
•
•
•
•

Forestry Sapper teams (ESF) - 5 Elements including a Chief.
Teams of ICNF workers (CNAF - National Corps of Forestry Agents made up of
operational assistants).
Teams of municipalities various works of fuel management.
Business teams of fuel management companies.

Surveillance device and first intervention during the critical period:
Surveillance:
•
•
•
•

Watch towers
Forestry sappers
SEPNA / GNR – Authority
Firefighters - rounds and pre-positioning
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Combat:
•
•
•
•

Firefighters
Forestry sappers
FEB
GIPS

Structure and Means of Action:
Firefighters

PRIOR NOTE - As a result of the serious fires in Portugal in 2017 this chapter of the
organization and structure is in a changing phase.
At the moment, in the first intervention (it develops in triangulation including a light or
medium MA) and in the extended attack, the teams are constituted by five Firemen
respectively, including a Chief, and it is equipped with light and / or Heavy Combat vehicles,
communications and sapper material to perform direct combat.

The organization (human and material means) evolves according to the needs of Operational
Theatre (OT).
Organization of Combat in Operations Theatres
In phase I of the SGO all functions and tasks, inherent to command and control, are
performed by COS.

In phase II of the SGO the functions and tasks necessary to the command and control,
necessarily, require the activation of the Operations Cell - CELOP.
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Phase III of the SGO should be implemented in operations that tend to become complex,
requiring the activation of cells planning and logistics.

Stage IV of the SGO will be implemented in OT of great scope and / or complexity.
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Organization of Firefighters structure
Board of Command
The Fire Brigade Command, belonging to the Humanitarian Associations of Volunteer
Firefighters, is as follows:
a) Commander
b) 2nd Commander
c) Command Deputy (s)
Command role
The command role translates into the activities of organization, command and coordination,
inherent to the positions of the command structure of the fire brigade. The commander is
the responsible, in all circumstances, for the way in which the subordinate units carry out
assigned missions.
Firefighter officer career
The career of firefighter officer is composed of the following categories:
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a) Senior firefighter officer;
b) Chief fire officer;
c) 1st fire officer;
d) 2nd fire officer;
e) Trainee.
Roles
The firefighter officer has control roles, superior technical leadership, major state and
execution, as outlined in the following paragraphs, namely:
a) To command distress operations;
b) To manage departments and areas of training, prevention, logistics and administrative
support;
c) Do major state functions;
d) Provide technical training actions;
e) To instruct disciplinary processes.
Firefighter’s career
The firefighter career is composed of the following categories:
a) Chief;
b) Deputy Chief;
c) Firefighter of 1st;
d) Firefighter of 2nd;
e) Firefighter of 3rd;
f) Trainee Firefighter.

Roles
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The volunteer firefighter is responsible for intermediate management and execution tasks,
of an operational, technical, administrative, logistical and instructional nature, as defined in
the following numbers:
The chief and deputy chief is responsible, in particular:
a) Lead, coordinate and integrate operational, administrative and logistic activities of the fire
brigade;
b) Provide training and instruction.
(c) The chief shall also be responsible for the operation of rescue operations involving at
most one group or equivalent.
d) The sub-chief is also responsible for commanding relief operations involving at most one
brigade or equivalent.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd firefighters are responsible, in particular, for:
e) Perform operational, administrative and logistic activities of the fire department.
f) The firefighter of 1st is also responsible for commanding relief operations involving a
maximum of one team or equivalent.
g) The trainee must successfully attend the stage of joining the firefighter career.

Specialist Firefighter Career
The firefighter specializes in support and advice to the fire department directly associated
with their specialty.
Firefighters Structure Organization Chart
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FEB - Special Firefighters Force

This Heli transported force of combat to Forest Fires is especially directed to the first
intervention in nascent fires, moving by helicopter (light or medium).
These teams, or sections, if they have an average aerial medium mean, consist of five or
eight firemen respectively, and are equipped with sapping material for direct combat.
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Special Firefighters Force (FEB) - Organization Chart

GIPS
The Protection and Relief Intervention Group has 7 (seven) Intervention Companies present
in 11 (eleven) Districts of Portugal. The GIPS of GNR will pass (this year) from the current 600
operational to 1100 Operational.
The mission of the GIPS is to carry out the first intervention in nascent fires, moving by
helicopter (light or medium) to the theatre of operations, after the dispatch of the District
Operations and Relief Command (CDOS), which should not exceed two minutes, after the
location of the fire is known. This Heli-carried team, or section for the case of medium air
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means, consists of five or eight soldiers respectively, and is equipped with sapper material to
effect direct combat.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE WORKPLACE
TEAMS:
INITIAL AND EXTENDED ATTACK
FIREFIGHTERS
Command and Officers
Its functions are to direct and supervise the staff assigned to them, exercising control over
the results of the work, having a perfect knowledge of all the tasks they perform and being
responsible for the discipline and security of it.
Chief or Deputy Chief
It is the Operational receiving and sends execute incoming orders of the hierarchy, is
involved in compliance, and controls the combat actions (or other) of their subordinates. It is
responsible for the performance, security and execution of the mission.
Fireman 1st, 2nd 3rd
It is the Operational receiving and sends execute orders received from Team Chief. Have
adequate skills.
Experts (Firemen or not)
It is the element that fulfils tasks in support of operational actions such as the use in TO of
machines, backhoes, motor graders, dumpers, track machines, or similar agricultural
machinery or using simple machines, chainsaw, brush cutters, etc.
There are in Portugal 28,308 Firefighters (2016) and 468 Fire Departments (2016).
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FEB - Special Force Firefighters
Professional Fire Brigade teams distributed throughout the territory, traveling by helicopter,
led by a senior technician at the base. They are trained and experienced people in the
execution of the fire in its initial state and subsequent spread, opening the line of defence.
They receive the ground crews and firefighters.
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Forestry Sapper teams (ESF)
Protecting the forest against fire is one of the priority objectives established in the Basic Law
of Forestry Policy.
In order to achieve this objective, the Forestry Sapper teams, with the appropriate capacity
and specific knowledge, have been set up to carry out preventive forestry activities and, at
the same time, to combat forest fires.
The Forestry Sapper teams are formed by a minimum of five personnel that constitute the
base unit of operation.
The teams of foresters usually belong to the Municipal Councils or to Forest Associations or
to partnerships between these entities.
It is largely up to these Sappers to develop and guarantee structural measures for the
prevention of forest fires.
In addition to these, other professional categories intervene in this activity:
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Professional categories (Agriculture)

• Farm machine operator, Farm operator, Farm operator, Tractor operator, Trowel operator,
Tractor operator, Pump operator. Operator of slicer, operator of agricultural machinery and
tools.

These professionals perform the following actions: Operate, adjust and prepare agricultural
machines and implements. Maintain maintenance in the first level of machines and
implements. They employ safety measures and assist in planting planning.
The work is carried out as a team, with occasional supervision. The driver and driver of
agricultural machinery work on vehicles normally marked with a CE mark. The work can be
done in rotation of shifts, day and night. These professionals may be exposed to toxic
materials and waste (chemical or biological), excessive solar radiation and sometimes
intense noise.
In the context of forest defence, they carry out actions in the field of fuel cleaning, clearing
and opening of firebreaks and containment roads, cleaning of water courses and
maintenance of water points and forest paths.
In some cases, they may also be called in combat, aftermath and surveillance of forest fires.
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Malta
COMPETENCES IN FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

The Civil Protection Department Malta is responsible to deal with all fires related to
domestic fires, chemical incidents, pumping, Maritime incidents, industrial fires, Urban
search and rescue and all other related fires which can occur on the Island.
The Department has been entrusted to establish all competences in regards to domestic and
industrial and has to define the preventative and operative measures in dealing with such
instances.
Its main objective is to develop the adequate measures and training to be competent in
dealing with all scenarios that may face from time to time. The Civil Protection Department
is composed of 8 different stations, five of which cater domestic fires. Such stations are
distributed throughout the whole Island of Malta including one of which is situated in the
Island of Gozo to safeguard the general public. Other specialized stations compares of a
Maritime station which is responsible of fires at sea, an Urban search and rescue team,
Hazmat team with the Maritime squad and a specialized station which is only on continuous
standby with the newly LNG powered power station. Such specific station has all LGN fie
fighting appliances and all adequate professional training from abroad FALC Denmark.
Last but not the least, the Civil Protection is responsible for drafting, supervising and
implementing all emergency plans for SEVESO sites, public places, places of entertainment
and mass gathering events. The Civil Protection Department falls under the Ministry of
Home affairs. The same ministry hosts the Civil Protection Committee.
PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES AND STRUCTURE
The professional category and structure within the fire stations are as follows: (5 to 8
personnel)
•

Manager

•

Station Officer

•

Leading and Assistance Rescue Officer (person in charge of shift)

•

Firemen
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Civil Protection headquarters:
•

Director Civil Protection

•

Deputy Director

•

Chief Fire Officer : in charge of implementation of training to staff and overa ll
incharge of fire incidents.

•

Managers: Manager in charge of evacuation plans and fire security measures and
evacuation plans.

•

Manager in charge of Maritim fire fighting

•

Manager in charge of EU affairs

•

Station officer in charge of Control Room.

•

Station officer in charge of educational promotion in schools

FUNCTIONS OF THE WORKPLACE
Fire Station roles:
Manager:
The Manager is the highest rank within a fire station. His role is to supervise, delegate and
implement roles delegated towards his subordinates. He is to ensure that his particular
station will be updated with all necessary updates and ensures that his respective station is
working in conformity with the department legislation and training. He is also in charge to
co-ordinate familiarization visits for his particular station. The tour of duty is 8 hourly, day
duty but called on emergencies.
Station Officer:
The station officer’s rank is the specific rank that is intermediary between the top
managerial and all other ranks with the department. He is the person in charge of the
particular station. The officer must be capable to co-ordinate and deal with all the
emergencies within his respective station. On the scene, he will be the officer in charge of
the incident and must work with the officer in charge of the relative incident i.e the Chief
Fire Officer. His role stipulates that he must check that all firemen are in adequate role to
perform their duty and see that all his crews under his command will be updated day to day
with any necessary updates. He is also responsible to co-ordinate training with the
competent officer in charge of training to have his subordinates checked for physical tests
and fire training. The tour of duty is 8 hourly but works alternate with another station
officer. Must be available to be on call duty as duty officer.
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Leading Assistance Rescue Officer:
The Leading assistance and Rescue officer within the Civil Protection Department of Malta is
designated to be for the person in charge of the specific shift. It is to be pointed out, that
each station is composed of three shifts on 24hrs duration against a two days off after the
duty. In each shift two Leadings will be in charge. Their role within the shift is the same but
with the exception that a minimum of one Leading has to be present at all time in the station
and when deployed on work. The Leading has to ensure, delegate his subordinates, conduct
the necessary checks and ensure that all appliances are good in order and well prepared for
the next event that may happen from time to time.
Assistance Rescue Officer(fire fighter)
The assistance rescue officer is the lowest role within the department. This role pertains to
the fire fighter. He is duly responsible to answer and obey orders from his superiors. The
assistance rescue officer is responsible to carry each and every day the day to day routine
checks of all the equipment and fire appliances, ensure that all necessary checks are done
appropriately as it is necessary for the particular station to maintain its fire appliances up a
good function prepared for the eventuality of an emergency. He is liable to keep himself
updated with any updates related with his job and role, keep himself physically fit for his
duties. He must possess good knowledge of driving skills, communication and any other
matter related to his job as a fire fighter.
General asset amongst fire fighters:
The department’s norm to enhance knowledge is to give all support towards all employees
who wish to enhance their knowledge on a particular subject and thus specialize in that
particular subject. The Department will render all support needed to help the employee
reach his targets in his training and studies and finally reach his goals.
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JOB PROFILE DIAGRAMS
Spain
Job positions to be studied: (Between 5 and 12)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Fire Officer
Operations Chief
Logistic Chief
Fire Analyst
Helitack chief
Aerial operations coordinator
Ground crew chief
Wildland Firefighter
Fire engine driver
Forest watchman
Radio operator
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
The minimum qualification is to have the scholarship accreditation for the radio operator

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)

YES
X
All the positions

NO

If yes, indicate which:
YES
NO
X
Does the worker receive continuous training?
X
If yes, what type of training? How often?: It depends on the occupied position. In some cases physical, technical and skills
training all the days, and in another technical training during several days during the season.
Does the company provide any initial training course?
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
Medical reviews are performed at the beginning of the activity, most are annual, but there are cases in which the review is not
mandatory during the rest of the activity. In the case of personnel who work discontinuously, it is always mandatory before
starting work.

Required (initial and periodic)
x

Obligatory only
At the begining
x

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

x

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Audiometry
x
x

Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical
x
x
x

Other tests Indicate which:

Pack test, bank test, test de Ruffier, Course navette
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT
x

If yes: From what age?
What are these specific measures?

Why are they made?

Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES
x

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Early retirement can be required by age from 59 years and when they have been quoted for more than 30 years to social security, since
it is understood that physical and mental fitness is no longer the ideal to carry out the activity of firefighting

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?

YES

NOT

x
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

Disability case

Age

Physical injuries or old lessions that get worse with age. Cancer.

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Less

Several

Equal
x

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

En esta parte habría que poner alguna de las estadísticas de accidentes por sectores que elaboran
las mutuas. Hay muchas organizaciones distintas en España que se dedican a la extinción de IIFF,
por tanto un informe global por actividad sería lo más conveniente. Seguro que esto lo podéis
conseguir vosotros mejor

Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE
Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

2015

2016

2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Portugal
Fire Fighter
Protect people and property in danger and provide assistance in emergency, major accident
or disaster situations, ensuring their safety in fire and other response operations, in
conjunction with other elements of the intervention team (s) with use of specific individual
and collective technical means and application of operational techniques and norms, as well
as participation in prevention, awareness and other activities in the scope of preventive civil
protection, according to the applicable legislation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Participate in actions of training, instruction, training, drill and
exercise.
Perform tasks related to forest fire protection, including
awareness.
Perform actions to combat rural fires.
Carry out operations to rescue people, animals and property.
Ensure command and control of the operations, according to
legislation.
Carry out mop up operations using the proper techniques and
equipment.
Develop actions of active surveillance after mop up.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: minimum compulsory schooling.
Professional training: Training required for the Firefighter career.
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: Driving course for emergency vehicles, if applicable.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)
If yes, indicate which:
Does the company provide any initial training course?

YES

NO

Certified Firefighter course.
Several certifications required according to the functions.
Driving course for emergency vehicles.
YES
NO

Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Pre-professional training explaining the objectives and characteristics of the activity.
Several recertifications according to functions. Usually between 3 and 5 years.
Career promotions are preceded by appropriate training.
Development of work routines in exercises / drills.
Daily training.
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?
Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Audiometry

Other (describe):

Internal Service is mandatory whenever the company / establishment has at least 400 employees or
there are 30 or more workers exposed to work / activities of high potential professional risk. In other
situations, the employer has the freedom to choose this or another type of organization of the
service.

Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical

Other tests Indicate which:
Eye exams
Reaction ability test

Biennial
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?

45

What are these specific measures?
Fire fighting and other activities are conditioned, considering the relation age/physical condition. In such cases, workers are placed to
perform lower-risk operational activities and support activities.
Why are they made?
Given the natural loss of physical, sensory and rational capacity, it is important to guarantee a minimum of capacity to carry out the
activity in safety.
Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues and the diminished capabilities and skills that result in removal of the employee from the duties; family
issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age; decrease in physical capacity.
Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Inadequate posture, heat stroke and intoxication.
Exposure to open flames or heat resulting from fire.
Tiredness, addictive substances and stress.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Lack of supervision, training and information.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Lack of planning of the actions, regarding the topography, meteorology and actions to be
developed in the field.
Lack of machine maintenance.
Small or low-skilled teams.
Shift work and/or very long hours, especially in combat situations.
Incorrect command decisions.
Changes in wind and/or weather conditions.
Weather conditions of fire.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

1278
2015 2017

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

Burns (14%)
Trauma (29%)
Hyper-effort (7%)
Inhalation of
Smoking (21%)
Others (29%)

2016

2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Forestry Sapper
Prepare and carry out tasks related to forest protection against fire, maintenance and
protection of forest areas, respecting the norms of safety, hygiene and health at work and
protection of the environment, participating and interacting in the team operation.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Carry out preventive forestry actions.
Perform maintenance and protection actions on forest stands.
Develop surveillance and first intervention actions.
Support in the fight against forest fires and mop up operations.
Proceed with the cleaning, maintenance and conservation of
equipment and installations used.
Fill in the form of the daily activity, as well as the recording of fire
events and other relevant events.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: minimum compulsory schooling.
Professional training: Forester course, although not mandatory.
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: No, provided there is the function of working with machines that require certifications.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)
If yes, indicate which:

YES

NO

Depending on the machines used it may be necessary to have
a specific certification.

Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Pre-professional training explaining the objectives and characteristics of the activity.
Recertification every two years and / or every year, depending on the machine or mechanical tool to use.

YES

NO
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Audiometry

Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical

Other tests Indicate which:
Eye exams
Reaction ability test
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?

45

What are these specific measures?
Fire fighting and other activities are conditioned, considering the relation age/physical condition.
Why are they made?
Given the natural loss of physical, sensory and rational capacity, it is important to guarantee a minimum of capacity to carry out the
activity in safety.
Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues and the diminished capabilities and skills that result in removal of the employee from the duties; family
issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age; decrease in physical capacity.
Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Inadequate posture, heat stroke and intoxication.
Exposure to open flames or heat resulting from fire.
Tiredness, addictive substances and stress.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Lack of supervision, training and information.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Lack of planning of the actions, regarding the topography, meteorology and actions to be
developed in the field.
Lack of machine maintenance.
Small or low-skilled teams.
Shift work and/or very long hours, especially in combat situations.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

2015

2016

2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Forestry and environmental resources technician
Participate in the management, operation and protection of forest areas, respecting law
regulations, safety, hygiene and health in forestry work.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Collaborate in the elaboration of plans of forest management.
Assess the potential of production of a forest stand.
Measure trees and their inventory of forest stands.
Participate in the production and exploration with a view to the
valorization of the products and the sustainability of the
forest space.
Organize forest operations and operations in a given area
according to the defined plan.
Ensure the conservation, protection and enhancement of forest
areas.
Ensure respect for the environment and the sustainable use of
natural resources.
Prepare reports and complete technical documentation related to
the activity developed.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: 9th year of schooling (3rd cycle of basic education) or equivalent training. Basic knowledge of
forest park management.
Professional training: Professional course - level 4.
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: Yes, light vehicles.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)
If yes, indicate which:

Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Continuous training on a weekly basis.

YES

NO

Depending on the machines used it may be necessary to have
a specific certification.
YES

NO
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
Private Occupational Health Services.
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Audiometry
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical
Other tests Indicate which:
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?
What are these specific measures?
Fire fighting and other activities are conditioned, considering the relation age/physical condition.
Why are they made?
Given the natural loss of physical, sensory and rational capacity, it is important to guarantee a minimum of capacity to carry out the
activity in safety.
Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues, family issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age.

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Movement of loads.
Inadequate posture.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Lack of supervision, training and information.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Falls of the same level.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

2015

2016

2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Technician of forest machines
Organize and plan the execution of the forestry work, as well as drive and operate the
forestry machines, fulfilling the norms of safety and health in the work and environment
protection.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Carry out planning and organization of forest exploration operations.
Conduct and operate forest exploration machines in the execution of
different forest exploration operations, taking into account
productivity and compliance with safety and health standards at work
and protection of the environment.
Use the different control and computing devices built into the forest
exploration machines to maximize productivity.
Carry out preventive maintenance of forestry machinery and equipment
according to the manufacturer's specifications.
Perform the maintenance, conservation and tuning of forest exploration
machines according to the manufacturer's specifications.
Detect malfunctions/anomalies by providing adequate information to the
maintenance and repair teams of forestry machinery and equipment.
Untangling and dismantling the equipment of the machines and proceed with
their conservation, maintenance and storage, as well as materials and
products used, ensuring their storage conditions.
Carry out the packaging and transportation of forest products and plants.
Record data and prepare reports related to the work done, in order to
provide all the necessary technical and accounting elements.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: 9th year of schooling (3rd cycle of basic education) or equivalent training.
Professional training: Professional course.
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: Certification of driving agricultural machinery under the European Directive 2016/1106/EU on
driving licenses.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)

YES

NO

Agricultural mechanization and driving of agricultural
vehicles.

If yes, indicate which:

Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Recertification every two years.

Decree-Law 151/2017, Introduces in Portuguese legislation
the European Directive 2016/1106 / UE.
Order No. 3232/2017, Decree-Law No. 138/2012, updated by
Decree Law No. 37/2014, Decree Law No. 40/2016.
Technical Note No. 6 of December 22, 2016, updated June 29,
2017 of the Authority for Working Conditions (ACT).
YES

NO
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
Private Occupational Health Services.
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Audiometry
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical
Other tests Indicate which:
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?

60

What are these specific measures?
The occupational medical control becomes annual, with special emphasis on the aspects that may condition the driving of machines.
Why are they made?
Given the natural loss of physical, sensory and rational capacity, it is important to guarantee a minimum of capacity to carry out the
activity in safety.
Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues, family issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age.

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater

2017-1-ES01-KA202-038239

accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Inadequate posture, heat stroke and intoxication.
Exposure to open flames or heat resulting from fire.
Tiredness, addictive substances and stress.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Lack of supervision, training and information.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Lack of planning of the actions, regarding the topography, meteorology and actions to be
developed in the field.
Lack of machine maintenance.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

358

TYPE INJURY

Head/chest

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

FATAL

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

Agricultural machine

2013 /
2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Forest operator
To prepare and carry out tasks related to the maintenance, protection and exploitation of
wood and non-woody material, as well as tasks related to the hunting activity in forest areas,
in order to guarantee the sustainable management of these spaces and respecting the
standards of product quality, safety, hygiene and health in forestry work and protection of
the environment.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Perform tasks of maintenance, protection and exploitation of
woody material in forest áreas.
Perform clearing operations in bush and forest stands.
Execute tree felling using manual methods.
Perform shelling operations.
Perform stacking of wooden trunks for later loading.
Control diseases, pests and weeds.
Proceed to move the plants within the nursery area.
Prepare the plant material and make planting and sowing.
Carry out grafts.
Operate, regulate and perform the maintenance of forestry
equipment and agricultural machinery.
Proceed to record data on operator activity and logging.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: Minimum compulsory schooling.
Professional training: Not required.
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: Yes, light vehicles.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)

YES

NO

If yes, indicate which:
Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Monthly continuous training.

YES

NO
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
Private Occupational Health Services.
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Audiometry
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical
Other tests Indicate which:
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?
What are these specific measures?
Informally, among the team members, physically less demanding jobs are chosen for those who are older.
Why are they made?

Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues, family issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age.

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Inadequate posture.
Projection of particles and objects.
Movement of loads.
Animals (e.g. bites, etc.), alcoholism and insolation.
Improper use of pesticides and agrochemical products.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Lack of machine maintenance.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

8299
2014

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Chainsaw operator
Cut down trees for the best use of woody material, using chainsaw and other appropriate
equipment and respecting the standards of product quality, safety, hygiene and health in
forestry work and protection of the environment.
1

2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Recognize the conditions of the area to intervene and organize the
work in compliance with the norms of safety, hygiene and
health in the forest work.
Carry out directed slaughtering of trees.
Proceed to cut the branches of the tree, progressing from the base
to the pecked, emerging the tree, using, in particular, ax or
chainsaw.
Prepare the trunks or logs for extraction using techniques of
stripping the trunks to be removed from the forest, using
stretches.
Proceed to debris up to shoulder height, using chainsaw or ax.
Felling of fallen trees, felled, near obstacles, infrastructures or in
other difficult situations.
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Physical Requirements: Physical Robustness and Dexterity
Minimum qualifications: 9th year of schooling (3rd cycle of basic education) or equivalent training. Basic knowledge of
forest park management.
Professional training: Professional course
Professional experience: No
Other requirements:
Type (s) of driving license: Certification of driving agricultural machinery under the European Directive 2016/1106/EU on
driving licenses.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)

YES

NO

Agricultural mechanization and driving of agricultural
vehicles.

If yes, indicate which:

Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?
If yes, what type of training? How often?:
Recertification every two years.

Decree-Law 151/2017, Introduces in Portuguese legislation
the European Directive 2016/1106 / UE.
Order No. 3232/2017, Decree-Law No. 138/2012, updated by
Decree Law No. 37/2014, Decree Law No. 40/2016.
Technical Note No. 6 of December 22, 2016, updated June 29,
2017 of the Authority for Working Conditions (ACT).
YES

NO
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:
On-site Medical Examination is done through mobile offices and the type of examination adapted to each function, having a
common base applicable to all, such as blood pressure control, diabetes, vision and hearing.
In case of doubt the Doctor will ask for the exams or refer the Worker to the respective Health Center.
The exams are annual.

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
Private Occupational Health Services.
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Audiometry
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical
Other tests Indicate which:
Eye exams
Reaction ability test
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?

60

What are these specific measures?
The occupational medical control becomes annual, with special emphasis on the aspects that may condition the driving of machines.
Why are they made?
Given the natural loss of physical, sensory and rational capacity, it is important to guarantee a minimum of capacity to carry out the
activity in safety.
Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:
Due to disease-related issues, family issues and options related to the value of the retirement according to age.

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater
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accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

No use of PPE.
Inadequate posture, heat stroke and intoxication.
Exposure to open flames or heat resulting from fire.
Tiredness, addictive substances and stress.
Inappropriate use of machines and tools.
Lack of supervision, training and information.
Low presence of occupational health and safety services.
Lack of active and passive prevention measures.
Lack of planning of the actions, regarding the topography, meteorology and actions to be
developed in the field.
Lack of machine maintenance.
Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE

Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

358

TYPE INJURY

Head/chest

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

FATAL

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

Agricultural machine

2013 /
2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Malta
Job positions to be studied: (Between 5 and 12)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Director
Deputy Director
Operations Manager
Station Officer
Leading Assistance Rescue Officer
Assistance Rescue Officer
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TRAINING REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
What is the minimum qualification required for these jobs?
Assistance and Rescue Officer must be
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must be citizens of Malta and or EU
must be proficient in the Maltese and English Languages
Preference will be given to applicants who have relevant related experience in “Assistance and Rescue” field
with both Government organisations or Non-Governmental Organisations;
physically fit to carry out fully the duties expected of an Assistance and Rescue Officer.
Certificates of training, in related areas to the duties performed by an Assistance and Rescue Officer conducted
by competent authorities including the Civil Protection Department, will be considered an asset.
Once the candidate applies he/she will be subjected to the following tests in which a pass grade must be
obtained to proceed further.
o Preliminary Medical Test
o One Mile Run in Ten minutes or less
o 15 Push ups
o
25 Sit-ups
o Test for fear of heights,
o Test for fear of darkness
o Test for fear of confined space
o Memory test
o Logical test
o Final Interview
o Final fully comprehensive medical test.

Some job requires some type of specific training
(capacitive card, accreditation, degree, etc.)
If yes, indicate which:

Does the company provide any initial training course?
Does the worker receive continuous training?

YES

NO

Specific Civil Protection Training will be given to successful
candidates.
YES

NO
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If yes, what type of training? How often?:
At least two times a year attendance to in-house training in order to keep the fire-fighters practical skills honed in all
areas. All ranks attend the training. This is exclusive of the ongoing training on new emerging technologies and civil
Protection subjects that the Civil Protection Department trains its personnel in.
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SURVEILLANCE OF HEALTH REQUIRED IN THE WORK POSITIONS OBJECT OF THE STUDY
Describe how is the medical examination in the workplace:

Required (initial and periodic)

Obligatory only
At the begining

Always voluntary

Annual
What periodicity do medical examinations have?

Biennial
Other (describe):

Indicate
the
Health
Surveillance
protocols
that
your
External
Prevention Service (SPA)
applies to the workplace:
Audiometry

Indicate the medical tests performed on workers at the workplace:
Electrocardiogram
Spirometry
Specific analytical

Other tests Indicate which:
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ISSUES RELATED TO THE AGE OF WORKERS AT THE WORKPLACE
YES

In the workplace, are specific prevention and protection measures planned after a certain age?

NOT

If yes: From what age?
What are these specific measures?

Why are they made?

Has any worker retired BEFORE (early retirement) of the official retirement age?

YES

NOT

If yes, indicate why:

Has a case of TOTAL DISABILITY been declared in the workplace, in the last 5 years?
If yes, indicate the cases that have occurred,
and the age of the worker at that time.

YES

NOT

Disability case

How is the frequency of LABOR ABSENTEEISM in the workplace, compared to other jobs in the
company?

Age

Less

Equal

Greater

2017-1-ES01-KA202-038239

accident rates
What are the main causes of
accidents in the workplace?

Accident data since 2015 IN THE WORKPLACE
Year

Nº
ACCIDENTS

TYPE INJURY

GRAVITY OF INJURY
(mild, severe, fatal)

AGENT CAUSE of the accident

AGE of the
injured worker

Seniority in the
workplace (years)

2015

2016

2017

YES

Has occupational diseases been reported in the last year?
If yes, indicate:
What occupational diseases have been declared?

How old was the worker?

NOT
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Report results: Job positions and profiles in
firefighting

